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A bstract

W e study the nonperturbativeQ CD in term softopologicalobjects,i.e.,Q CD -m onopoles

and instantons. In the ’t Hooft abelian gauge,Q CD is reduced into an abelian gauge the-

ory with Q CD -m onopoles,and the con�nem entm echanism can be understood with the dual

superconductor picture. Regarding the ux-tube ring as the glueball,we study the glueball

propertiesby com bining the dualG inzburg-Landau theory and the Nam bu-G oto action. W e

�nd the strong correlationsbetween instantonsand m onopole world-linesboth in the contin-

uum theory and in the lattice Q CD .The nonperturbative Q CD vacuum is�lled with instan-

tons and m onopoles,and dense instantons generate a m acroscopic network ofthe m onopole

world-line,which would be responsible forthe con�nem entforce in the infrared region.

1 Introduction

Q uantum chrom odynam ics(Q CD )isthefundam entaltheory ofthestrong interaction [[1]-[3]].

In spite ofthe sim ple form ofthe Q CD lagrangian,

LQ C D = �
1

2
trG �� G

��
+ �q(6D � m q)q;

it m iraculously provides quite various phenom ena like color con�nem ent,dynam icalchiral-

sym m etry breaking,non-trivialtopologies,quantum anom alies and so on (Fig.1). It would

be interesting to com pare Q CD with the history ofthe Universe,because a quite sim ple ‘Big

Bang’also created variousthingsincluding galaxies,stars,livesand thinkingreeds.Therefore,

Q CD can be regarded asan interesting m iniature ofthe history ofthe Universe. Thisisthe

m ostattractive pointofthe Q CD physics.

Since itisquite di�cultto understand the variousQ CD phenom ena and theirunderlying

m echanism atthe sam e tim e,m any m ethodsand m odels have been proposed to understand

each phenom enon (Table1).W eshow in Fig.2 abriefsketch on thehistory ofQ CD and typical

Q CD e�ectivem odels[[1]].In ’80s,chiralsym m etry breaking wasthecentralissue.Thechiral

bag m odel,the NJL m odeland the � m odelwere form ulated with referring chiralsym m etry.

In ’90s, on the other hand, the con�nem ent physics is providing an im portant current of

the hadron physics, since recent lattice Q CD studies [[4]]shed a light on the con�nem ent

m echanism . The key word for the understanding ofcon�nem ent is the \duality",which is

recently paid attention by m any theoreticalparticlephysicistsafterSeiberg-W itten’sdiscovery

on theessentialroleofm onopolecondensation forthecon�nem entin asupersym m etricversion

ofQ CD [[5]].The origin ofcolorcon�nem entcan berecognized asthedualHiggsm echanism

by m onopole condensation,and the nonperturbative Q CD vacuum is regarded as the dual

superconductor[[6]].ThedualG inzburg-Landau (D G L)theory [[7]-[15]]wasform ulated from

Q CD with thispicture,and providesa usefulfram ework forthe study ofthenonperturbative

Q CD .

2 C olor C on�nem ent and D ualH iggs M echanism

W e briey show the m odern current ofthe con�nem ent physics. The Q CD vacuum can be

regarded asthe dualversion ofthe superconductor,which was�rstly pointed outby Nam bu,
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’tHooftand M andelstam [[16]]. Here,the \dualversion" m eansthe interchange between the

electric and m agnetic sectors. W ith referring Table 2,we com pare the ordinary electrom ag-

neticsystem ,thesuperconductorand thenonperturbativeQ CD vacuum regarded asthedual

superconductor.

In the ordinary electrom agnetism in the Coulom b phase,both electric ux and m agnetic

ux are conserved,respectively. The electric-ux conservation is guarantied by the ordinary

gauge sym m etry. O n the other hand,the m agnetic-ux conservation is originated from the

dualgauge sym m etry [[8]-[14]],which is the generalized version ofthe Bianchiidentity. As

fortheinter-chargepotentialin theCoulom b phase,both electricand m agneticpotentialsare

Coulom b-type.

The superconductor in the Higgs phase is characterized by electric-charge condensation,

which leadsto theHiggsm echanism orspontaneousbreaking oftheordinary gaugesym m etry,

and therefore the electric ux is no m ore conserved. In such a system obeying the London

equation,theelectricinter-chargepotentialbecom esshort-rangeYukawa-typesim ilarly in the

electro-weak uni�ed theory. O n the other hand,the dualgauge sym m etry is not broken,so

that the m agnetic ux is conserved,butis squeezed like a one-dim ensionalux tube due to

theM eissnere�ect.Asthe result,the m agnetic inter-charge potentialbecom eslinearly rising

like a condenser.

The nonperturbative Q CD vacuum regarded as the dualHiggs phase is characterized by

color-m agnetic m onopole condensation,which leads to the spontaneous breaking ofthe dual

gauge sym m etry. Therefore, color-m agnetic ux is not conserved,and the m agnetic inter-

change potentialbecom esshort-range Yukawa-type.Note thatthe ordinary gauge sym m etry

is not broken by such m onopole condensation. Therefore, color-electric ux is conserved,

butis squeezed like a one-dim ensionalux-tube or a string as a result ofthe dualM eissner

e�ect.Thus,thehadron ux-tubeisform ed in them onopole-condensed Q CD vacuum ,and the

electricinter-chargepotentialbecom eslinearly rising,which con�nesthecolor-electriccharges

[[8]-[15]].

Asa rem arkablefactin theduality physics,thesearetwo \see-saw relations" [[13]]between

the electric and m agnetic sectors.

(1) There appears the D irac condition eg = 4� [[8]]in Q CD .Here,unit electric charge e is

thegauge coupling constant,and unitm agnetic charge g isthedualgauge coupling constant.

Therefore,a strong-coupling system in one sector corresponds to a weak-coupling system in

the othersector.

(2)The long-range con�nem entsystem in one sector corresponds to a short-range (Yukawa-

type)interaction system in the othersector.

Let us consider usefulness of the latter \see-saw relation". O ne faces highly non-local

propertiesam ong thecolor-electric chargesin theQ CD vacuum becauseofthelong-rangelin-

earcon�nem entpotential. Then,the directform ulation am ong the electric-charged variables

would be di�cult due to the non-locality,which seem s to be a destiny in the long-distance

con�nem entphysics.However,one �ndsa short-range Yukawa potentialin the m agnetic sec-

tor,and thereforetheelectric-con�nem entsystem can beapproxim ated by a localform ulation

am ong m agnetic-charged variables. Thus,the con�nem ent system ,which seem s highly non-

local,can be described by a short-range interaction theory using the dualvariables. This is

the m ostattractive pointin the dualHiggstheory.

Color-m agneticm onopolecondensation isnecessary forcolorcon�nem entin thedualHiggs

theory. As for the appearance ofcolor-m agnetic m onopoles in Q CD ,’t Hooft proposed an

interesting idea ofthe abelian gauge �xing [[17],[18]],which isde�ned by the diagonalization

ofa gauge-dependentvariable. In this gauge,Q CD is reduced into an abelian gauge theory

with thecolor-m agnetic m onopole[[8],[17]],which willbecalled asQ CD -m onopoleshereafter.

Sim ilarto the’tHooft-Polyakov m onopole[[3]]in theG rand Uni�ed theory (G UT),theQ CD -

m onopole appearsfrom a hedgehog con�guration corresponding to the non-trivialhom otopy
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group �2fSU(N c)=U(1)
N c� 1

g = Z
N c� 1
1 on the nonabelian m anifold.

M any recentstudiesbased on the lattice Q CD in the ’t Hooft abelian gauge show Q CD -

m onopole condensation in the con�nem ent phase,and strongly support abelian dom inance

and m onopole dom inance for the nonperturbative Q CD (NP-Q CD ),e.g.,linear con�nem ent

potential,dynam icalchiral-sym m etry breaking (D �SB)and instantons[[4],[13],[14],[19]-[22]].

Here,abelian dom inancem eansthatQ CD phenom enaisdescribed only by abelian variablesin

theabelian gauge.M onopoledom inanceism orestrict,and m eansthattheessenceofNP-Q CD

isdescribed only by the singularm onopole partofabelian variables[[4],[13],[14],[19]-[22]].

Figure 3 is the schem atic explanation on abelian dom inance and m onopole dom inance

observed in the lattice Q CD .

(a)W ithoutgauge �xing,itisdi�cultto extractrelevantdegreesoffreedom in NP-Q CD .

(b)In the’tHooftabelian gauge,Q CD isreduced into an abelian gauge theory including the

electric currentj� and the m agnetic currentk�.Particularly in the m axim ally abelian (M A)

gauge [[4],[19]-[22]], only U(1) gauge degrees offreedom including m onopole is relevant for

NP-Q CD ,while o�-diagonalcom ponentsdo notcontribute to NP-Q CD :abelian dom inance.

Here, the very long m onopole world-line appears in the con�nem ent phase. W e show the

lattice data ofthe m onopole world-line in Fig.4.

(c) The U(1)-variable can be decom posed into the regular photon part and the singular

m onopolepart[[19]-[22],[23]],which correspondstotheseparation ofj� and k�.Them onopole

partleadsto NP-Q CD (con�nem ent,D �SB,instanton):m onopole dom inance. O n the other

hand,the photon partisalm osttrivialsim ilarto the Q ED system .

Thus,m onopoles in the M A gauge can be regarded as the relevant collective m ode for NP-

Q CD ,and therefore the NP-Q CD vacuum can be identi�ed as the dual-superconductorin a

realistic sense.

3 G lueballs in the D ualG inzburg-Landau T heory

In the dualHiggs theory,the m onopole appears as a scalar glueballwith J
P C

= 0
+ +

like

the Higgsparticle in the standard m odel[[3]]. Here,the glueballisan elem entary excitation

withoutvalencequarksin theNP-Q CD vacuum ,and isconsidered astheux-tube ring in the

D G L theory,while ordinary hadronsaredescribed asopen ux-tubeswith thevalencequarks

atthe ends.In thischapter,we study the glueballpropertiesby analyzing the ux-tubering

solution in the D G L theory.

First,wecalculate theenergy E cl(R )oftheclassicalring solution with theradiusR in the

D G L theory,and estim ate thee�ectivestring tension �e� (R )satisfying E cl(R )= 2�R �e� (R ).

Although theux-tuberingseem stoshrink attheclassicallevel,thisringsolution isstabilized

againstsuch a collapse by the quantum e�ect.

Second,regarding the ux-tubering asa relativistic closed string with the e�ective string

tension �e� (R ),we introduce the quantum e�ect to the ring solution using the Nam bu-G oto

(NG )action in thestring theory >From theHam iltonian oftheNG action,we�nd theenergy

ofthe closed string as

E (R ;PR )=
p
P 2

R
+ f2�R �e� (R )g2;

where PR isthe canonicalconjugate m om entum ofthe coordinate R .

Using the uncertainty relation PR � R � 1 as the quantum e�ect,the energy and radius

ofthe ring solution are estim ated asM ’ 1.2 G eV and R ’ 0.22 fm ,respectively. Although

theangularm om entum projection related to thering m otion isneeded to extractthephysical

glueballstate with de�nite quantum num bers,the D G L theory can provide a usefulm ethod

forthe study ofthe glueball.
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4 C orrelation betw een Instanton and Q C D -m onopole

In theEuclidean m etric,the\instanton"appearsastheclassicalsolution ofQ CD with thenon-

trivialtopology corresponding to �3fSU(N c)g = Z1 ,and isresponsible fortheU A (1)anom aly

orthe large m assgeneration of�’[[25],[26]].

Recentlattice studies [[4],[19]-[22]]indicate abelian dom inance for nonperturbative quan-

tities in the m axim ally abelian (M A) gauge. In the abelian-dom inant system ,the instanton

seem s to lose the topological basis for its existence, and therefore it seem s unable to sur-

vive in the abelian m anifold. However, even in the M A gauge, nonabelian com ponents re-

m ain relatively large around the topologicaldefect, i.e. m onopoles, and therefore instantons

are expected to survive only around the m onopole world-lines in the abelian-dom inantsystem

[[10],[13],[14],[20]-[22]].

W e have pointed out such a close relation between instantons and m onopoles,and have

dem onstrated itin thecontinuum Q CD with N c= 2 using theM A gauge[[27]]orthePolyakov-

like gauge,where A 4(x)isdiagonalized [[10],[13],[14],[20]-[22]]

W e sum m arize our previousanalyticalworks as follows. (1) Each instanton accom panies

a m onopole current. In otherwords,instantonsonly live along the m onopole world-line. (2)

The m onopole world-line is unstable against a sm alluctuation ofthe location or the size

ofinstantons,although it is relatively stable inside the instanton pro�le. (3) In the m ulti-

instanton system ,m onopoleworld-linesbecom ehighly com plicated,and thereappearsa huge

m onopole clustering,which coversoverthewhole system ,forthedense instanton system .(4)

Ata high tem perature,the m onopole world-linesare drastically changed,and becom e sim ple

linesalong the tem poraldirection.

W e study also the correlation between instantons and m onopoles in the M A gauge using

the M onte Carlo sim ulation in the SU(2) lattice gauge theory [[13],[14],[20]-[22]]. The SU(2)

link variable can be separated into the singular m onopole part and the regular photon part

as shown in Fig.3. Using the cooling m ethod,we m easure the topologicalquantities(Q and

IQ )in the m onopole and photon sectors aswellasin the ordinary SU(2)sector. Here,IQ �R
d
4
xjtr(G ��

~G �� )jcorrespondsto the totalnum berN tot ofinstantonsand anti-instantons.

O n the164 latticewith � = 2:4,we�nd thatinstantonsexistonly in them onopolepartin

theM A gauge,which m eansm onopoledom inanceforthetopologicalcharge[[19]-[22]].Hence,

m onopole dom inance isalso expected forthe U A (1)anom aly and the large �
0
m ass.

W e study the �nite-tem perature system using the 16
3
� 4 lattice with various � around

�c ’ 2:3 [[13],[22]]. W e show in Fig.5 the correlation between IQ (SU(2))and IQ (D s),which

are m easured in the SU(2)and m onopole sectors,respectively,after 50 cooling sweeps. The

m onopole partholdsthe dom inanttopologicalcharge in the fullSU(2)gauge con�guration. O n

the other hand,IQ (P h),m easured in the photon part,vanishes quickly by severalcooling

sweeps. Thus,m onopole dom inance for instantons is observed in the con�nem entphase even

at�nite tem peratures [[13],[22]]. Nearthe criticaltem perature �c ’ 2:3,a large reduction of

IQ is observed. In the decon�nem ent phase,IQ vanishes quickly by severalcooling sweeps,

which m eans the absence ofthe instanton,in the SU(2) and m onopole sectors as wellas in

thephoton sector[[13],[22]].Therefore,thegaugecon�guration becom essim ilarto thephoton

partin the decon�nem entphase.

Finally,we study the correlation between the instanton num ber and the m onopole loop

length. O ur analyticalstudies suggest the appearance ofthe highly com plicated m onopole

world-line in the m ulti-instanton system [[13],[22],[27]]. W e conjecture that the existence of

instantons prom otes m onopole condensation, which is characterized by a long com plicated

m onopole world-line covering overR 4 observed in thelattice Q CD [[4],[13]]. Using thelattice

Q CD ,we m easure the totalm onopole-loop length L and the integralofthe absolute value

ofthe topologicaldensity IQ ,which corresponds to the totalnum berN tot ofinstantonsand

anti-instantons. W e plot in Fig.6 the correlation between IQ and L in the M A gauge after

3 cooling sweeps on the 16
3
� 4 lattice with various �. A linear correlation is clearly found
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between IQ and L,although naive dim ension counting suggestsI
1=4

Q
= const� L

1=3.

In term s of the m icroscopic correlation, each instanton accom panies a sm allm onopole

loop nearby,whose length would be proportionalto the instanton size [[22],[27]-[30]]. Since

instantons are dense in the con�nem ent phase, m onopole loops around them overlap each

other, and there appears a m acroscopic network of the m onopole world-line, which bonds

neighboring instantons[[27]].In fact,the NP-Q CD vacuum is�lled with two sortoftopological

objects,instantons and m onopoles,and dense instantons generate the m acroscopic m onopole

clustering,which would be responsible for the con�nem entforce in the infrared region.
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Fig.1 :A briefsketch ofthe Q CD physics.

Fig.2 :A briefhistory Q CD and Q CD e�ective m odels.

Fig.3 :Abelian dom inance and m onopole dom inance:

(a)W ithoutgauge �xing,itisdi�cultto extractrelevantdegreesoffreedom in NP-Q CD .

(b)In theM A gauge,Q CD isreduced into an abelian gauge theory including theelectric cur-

rentj� and them agneticcurrentk�.O nly U(1)gaugedegreesoffreedom including m onopole

isrelevantforNP-Q CD ,whileo�-diagonalcom ponentsdo notcontributeto NP-Q CD :abelian

dom inance.Here,the very long m onopole world-line appearsin the con�nem entphase.

(c) The U(1)-variable can be decom posed into the regular photon part and the singular

m onopole part,which corresponds to the separation ofj� and k�. The m onopole partleads

to NP-Q CD (con�nem ent,D �SB,instanton): m onopole dom inance. O n the otherhand,the

photon partisalm osttrivialsim ilarto the Q ED system .

Fig.4:The m onopole world-linesprojected on the 3-dim ensionalspace in the con�nem ent

phase at�= 2.2 in the SU(2)lattice Q CD with 16
3
� 4.

Fig.5: The correlation between IQ (SU(2))and IQ (D S)in the M A gauge after 50 cooling

sweeps on the 16
3
� 4 lattice;� denotes in the con�nem entphase (�= 2.2),� at the critical

tem perature (�= 2.3)and 4 in the decon�nem entphase (�= 2.35).The m onopole partholds

instantons in the fullSU(2) gauge con�guration in the con�nem entphase,while there is no

instanton in the SU(2) and m onopole sectors in the decon�nem ent phase sim ilarly in the

photon sector.

Fig.6: The SU(2) lattice Q CD data for the correlation between the totalm onopole-loop

length L and IQ (the totalnum berofinstantonsand anti-instantons)in the M A gauge. W e

plotthe data at3 cooling sweep on the 16
3
� 4 lattice with various�.

Table 1 :Featuresofthe lattice Q CD and the Q CD e�ective m odels

Table2 :Thecom parison am ong theordinary electrom agneticsystem ,thesuperconductor

and the nonperturbative Q CD vacuum regarded asthe Q CD -m onopole condensed system .
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